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the page. This article has been viewed 1,, times. Anyone can look good in pictures by figuring
out how best to pose in front of the camera. Even if you feel like you aren't photogenic, learning
some simple tricks can make a huge difference. These techniques include positioning your
body in better ways, changing the lighting or scenery that you're in, and practicing confidence
so that you can come to love any photo someone takes of you. Once you get these methods
down, you'll be ready to strike a pose at any moment! To look good in pictures, put the tip of
your tongue on the back of your top teeth when you smile, which will make your smile look
more natural. Also, elongate your neck and tilt your chin down slightly to give yourself a
stronger jawline. It also helps if you stand up straight and angle your body away from the
camera, which can have a slimming effect. For more tips, like how to find the best lighting for
taking pictures, keep reading! Did this summary help you? Yes No. Random Article. Home
Random Terms of Use. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to
our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. How to Look Good in Pictures. Explore this Article parts.
Tips and Warnings. Related Articles. Article Summary. Part 1 of Determine why you look good
or bad in pictures. Study photos of yourself. When did you look good? When did you look bad?
Can you spot the difference? Look at pictures of other people and find out why they look good.
Some problems might be: Lighting of your photo Squinted or closed eyes Wrong angle on your
face Not using your best smile Cosmetic issues, such as blemishes and black heads, or a
hairstyle or clothing choice that doesn't suit you. Practice posing in front of a mirror or a
camera. The best way to find out your best angle or smile is to practice. Decide what positions
you look best in. Decide if your right or left side looks the best. Our faces aren't completely
symmetrical, so one side generally looks better than the other. Try angling your body so that
you will be familiar with how to position yourself when you get in front of a camera. You need be
turn about 45 degrees for the most flattering pose. Your hair style usually helps determine
which side looks better, especially if your hairstyle is asymmetrical. Wear the right clothes.
Wear clothes that you know look good on you. Dress in flattering cuts for your body type. Know

what colors look good with your complexion and hair. This is important for looking your best in
photos. As a general rule, solids look better than patterns. Patterns can make you look bad,
depending on your body shape. Smaller patterns can look busy and messy in a photo. Instead
of wearing patterns from head to foot, pick one patterned element in your wardrobe. If you're
thin, try wearing a light dress or light-colored sports coat. Smile naturally. A fake smile can
make you look bad in a photo. It looks forced and doesn't meet your eyes. When you take a
photo, you need to give your best, most natural smile so you look your best. To give your best
smile, you need to feel some kind of emotion. If you aren't happy in the moment, think of a
happy memory, your favorite meal, or something that makes you laugh. Try squinting with your
lower lids. This can help you look more natural. This can help you smile naturally and avoid a
too-wide grin. Practice in a mirror. Learn to feel the difference between your natural smile and
your fake smile. Get the right makeup. For women, makeup can help make you look great or
terrible in photos. Learning how to highlight the right areas can help make you look good in just
about any photo. Use concealer instead of thick foundation. Use concealer for those trouble
spots on your face, like red areas around the nose or dark circles under your eyes. Place
concealer on the shadows on your face, which can be found by tilting your chin down while
looking in the mirror. Then place translucent powder on your T-zone - the forehead, nose,
cheeks, and chin. These areas can look greasy. Try a medium pink, coral, or peach shade on
your cheeks. Give your hair some life. Before posing for a picture, flip your head over. This
gives some volume if your hair has gone flat. You can also try running your hands through your
hair to fix your part or fluff it up. Go easy on the styling products. Hair that looks wet or crunchy
from too much product won't photograph well. Put some pomade or dry oil on your hands to
help sleek down your hair. Don't have it on your shoulders. Instead, have it in front of you,
behind you, or over one shoulder. Practice beforehand and decide which placement flatters you
most. Part 2 of Tilt your head. When you look at the camera, don't look straight at the camera.
Look slightly above or slightly below. Then, tilt your head up or down slightly. It might feel
funny, but it'll help you look great. Find the light. Lighting is important when taking good
pictures. If there's no flash, find a light source that shines on your face, not on the side of your
face. Lamps, streetlights, windows, and doorways can give good light sources when there's no
flash. Move around rooms to find the lighting. Try putting the lighting behind you, above you,
and in front of you to find the best placement. One hour after sunset and one hour before
sunset provides nice lighting for photos. This can accentuate imperfections and give you
unflattering dark areas. Bright lighting can also emphasize wrinkles and other trouble spots.
The sun or bright, harsh overhead lights can cause this unflattering light. Angle your body to
the camera. Turn your body 45 degrees away from the camera instead of taking a photo full on.
Pose like you're on the red carpet. Put your hand on your hip, angle your body away from the
camera, and turn your face towards it. This helps make you look slender. If you don't want to
emphasize parts of your body, make sure they are not the closest to the camera. Pull your
shoulders back and straighten your back. Good posture can make a world of difference when
you are taking a photo. Position your body correctly. Instead of having straight, limp arms and
stiff legs, try bending them to give them life. Bend your arms and hold them slightly away from
your body. This also helps create shape to your midsection instead of bulk. Bend your front leg
and place your weight in the back leg. Pull your arm away from your body and bend it slightly to
make it appear slimmer. Take a lot of photos. One of the best ways to get the best picture is to
take more than one! Even models go through numerous frames to get that one perfect picture.
The more pictures you take, the better likelihood you will get a great photo. Feel confident. Make
sure you feel proud of who you are. You are unique and have great features. Focus on that
instead of any faults you think you have. Being happy and giving a genuine smile in the photo
can make a world of difference. Don't try to bend your body into uncomfortable or awkward
poses. Pose to flatter your body, but make sure to stay natural. Being stiff will just make you
look awkward, which will result in a bad photo. I have found using soft light and tilting my head
helps. Or try angling your head upwards for more focus on the eyes. Try to highlight your best
features. Take a lot of pictures, you're bound to end up with some you like. Not Helpful 9 Helpful
Think of something that makes you happy, or ask someone to be funny and make you smile.
Not Helpful 22 Helpful Use tinted lip balm or lip gloss to add moisture and color to your lips. Not
Helpful 18 Helpful I look chubby in photos when I'm very thin. What should I do? These chubby
cheeks make me look a little weird. Lifting up your your chin and raising your neck a little takes
weight of your face. Sometimes tilting your head to one side also helps. It really just depends on
the lighting and angle of the picture. Not Helpful 6 Helpful First off, keep in mind that a lot of
people don't like the way they look in photos. There are a few psychological factors that play
into this, including that photos often show you a flipped version of what you look like in a
mirror, which is the way you normally see yourself. That said, you can just embrace the

"stupidity" and make silly faces whenever you're featured in a photo. Not Helpful 20 Helpful
Angle your camera when taking a selfie, and bring it to eye level. Don't show your whole body. If
this doesn't work, sit down, as it is harder to tell your height when sitting down. Sit up straight
and raise your head, or don't show the whole of your face. Not Helpful 13 Helpful Don't sweat it.
There are some great tips in How to Smile. Not Helpful 45 Helpful They might be too close to
each other. When you look angry, you tend to pull your brows together, so if you look naturally
furious, it may be because of the way you pluck your brows. Brows are very important for
showing emotions. Not Helpful 19 Helpful Choose clothes that fit well and are not too light.
Lighter fabrics may appear see-through in photographs. Not Helpful 7 Helpful On some phones,
the front camera is set to take pictures in mirror mode, but this can usually be reversed. On
other phones, the image you see on the screen when taking the selfie is a mirror image, but the
actual picture you take will face the right way. It's designed this way basically to enable people
to use the front camera as a mirror. Not Helpful 8 Helpful Unanswered Questions. Does anyone
have any other tips for me? Include your email address to get a message when this question is
answered. Try out poses and see what looks best. Helpful 1 Not Helpful 0. Some people look
good smiling showing their teeth but some don't. Observe what's best for you. Helpful 0 Not
Helpful 1. Related wikiHows How to. How to. More References About this article. Co-authored
by:. Cassy Gerasimova. Co-authors: Updated: February 9, Article Summary X To look good in
pictures, put the tip of your tongue on the back of your top teeth when you smile, which will
make your smile look more natural. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read
1,, times. I don't know how to get good pictures kind of professional ones if have to take them
myself. I have an iPhone 7, so no quality issues, but the pictures are not satisfactory. Rated this
article:. Kiarash Zara Jul 18, Every single person, especially girls, loved it yeah I'm a boy.
Priyanka Choprah Jun 20, Kiara Park Dec 26, Keep it up, wikiHow! Lili Laol Apr 18, May 22,
Devanshi Deepak Oct 15, Marie Girl Dec 28, Eleanna Jani May 9, Malang Jan Feb 14, More reader
stories Hide reader stories. Did this article help you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By
continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Vaidehi Dave Apr 28, More success
stories Hide success stories. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive
emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. To create this article, 20 people, some
anonymous, worked to edit and improve it over time. This article has been viewed , times. Learn
more Every day at wikiHow, we work hard to give you access to instructions and information
that will help you live a better life, whether it's keeping you safer, healthier, or improving your
well-being. Amid the current public health and economic crises, when the world is shifting
dramatically and we are all learning and adapting to changes in daily life, people need wikiHow
more than ever. Your support helps wikiHow to create more in-depth illustrated articles and
videos and to share our trusted brand of instructional content with millions of people all over
the world. Please consider making a contribution to wikiHow today. We've been helping billions
of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every
dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you.
Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does
not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to
continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow
great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust
wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article methods. Things You'll Need. Related Articles.
Author Info Last Updated: May 7, Method 1 of Draw out other guidelines like the face, the ears,
the hands with circles and lines. Also create ovals for the feet and a zig-zag line for the tail.
Draw other details like the eyes, the nose, the mouth and the tail. Method 2 of Draw out more
guidelines for the character with guidelines for the face, the hands and feet, and the tail. Start
drawing out the character with darker lines, beginning with the ears and face. Method 3 of Draw
a circle with a cross-section. The horizontal line is drawn below the half of the circle. Draw oval
rings for the eyes. Draw curves and zigzag lines. Draw a circle cut into half horizontally for the
beak. Draw partial heart-shape below the head and draw two small circles at their tips. Draw half
triangles at the left and the right below the head. Use smooth curves. Method 4 of Draw the eyes
and details of the face, nose and mouth. Indicate cat-like eyes. Draw the body using an irregular
oblong shape and a bulb-like shape for the tail. Yes No. Not Helpful 25 Helpful They're pretty
simple to draw if you have the right tools, in my opinion. It might take some practice though.
Not Helpful 17 Helpful Look for tutorials online and practice. Drawing well takes time and
practice. There are a lot of online resources to use. Not Helpful 34 Helpful These were likely just
chosen as simple examples to get you started. Not Helpful 29 Helpful There are a lot of online
resources. Not Helpful 31 Helpful Yes, you can as long as you choose right colors you can go
ahead. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 0. Include your email address to get a message when this question
is answered. Submit a Tip All tip submissions are carefully reviewed before being published.

Related wikiHows How to. How to. Co-authors: Updated: May 7, Categories: Drawing Pokemon
Characters. Italiano: Disegnare i Pokemon. Deutsch: Pokemon Bilder zeichnen. Thanks to all
authors for creating a page that has been read , times. Did this article help you? Cookies make
wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. About This
Article. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to
our privacy policy. Follow Us. Get all the best how-tos! X Help us do more We've been helping
billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade.
Let's do this! This article was written by Travis Boylls. Travis has experience writing
technology-related articles, providing software customer service, and in graphic design. He
studied graphic design at Pikes Peak Community College. The wikiHow Tech Team also
followed the article's instructions and verified that they work. This article has been viewed 93,
times. With all the different devices and editing programs out there, it can be quite
overwhelming to decide how and where to edit your pictures. This wikiHow teaches you some
basics of photo editing and some software and apps you can use to edit your photos on both
your computer and mobile device. Every day at wikiHow, we work hard to give you access to
instructions and information that will help you live a better life, whether it's keeping you safer,
healthier, or improving your well-being. Amid the current public health and economic crises,
when the world is shifting dramatically and we are all learning and adapting to changes in daily
life, people need wikiHow more than ever. Your support helps wikiHow to create more in-depth
illustrated articles and videos and to share our trusted brand of instructional content with
millions of people all over the world. Please consider making a contribution to wikiHow today.
Use the crop tool to remove excess background around the subject of the image. Use an
exposure or contrast filter or adjustment layer to lighten or darken an image. Use a Saturation
adjustment layer or filter to enhance the image colors. Use a Color Balance adjustment layer or
filter to make subtle color changes to an image. To learn how to edit your photos in iPhoto, keep
reading! Did this summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of people around the
world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed
enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider
supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in
incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to continue. No
account yet? Create an account. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you
agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article
Explore this Article parts. Tips and Warnings. Related Articles. Article Summary. Part 1 of All
rights reserved. This image may not be used by other entities without the express written
consent of wikiHow, Inc. Download a photo-editing application. If you want to explore different
styles, then download a few apps and play around with their effects. Open a photo editing app.
After you download and install a photo editing app from the App Store or Google Play Store, tap
the app on your home screen or apps menu to open the app. Take a picture or select a photo.
Choose a filter. Every app is different, but many of them, like Instagram, have a variety of
"filters" or "lenses" to choose from, which essentially do all of the editing for you. Look for tabs
or icons at the bottom or top of the photo preview to see what adjustments you can make with
the app you are using. Most photo editing apps display filters as tiny thumbnail previews at the
bottom of the screen. Tap a thumbnail image to see a preview of how it will affect your image.
Look for slider bars or an icon with slider bars that you can use to adjust the intensity of the
filter. Adjust the exposure. In photography, exposure refers to the amount of light that falls on a
photo. If the photo is too dark, then you might need to increase the exposure. If you want the
photo darker, then lower the exposure. Adjust the saturation. Some apps allow you to adjust the
saturation, or intensity of color, in a photo. Increasing the saturation of a photo can make the
colors pop and make the photo more eye-catching. Too much saturation, though, can make the
photo look harsh and almost cartoon-like. Crop the photo. Cropping a photo is a good way to
add more focus on the subject in the image by cutting out some of the background in the image.
The crop tool usually has an icon that resembles two right angles forming a square. To crop an
image select the crop tool and then drag the corners of the image inward so that the light part of
the image is centered around the subject in the image. Then tap the icon that confirms the
changes you made. In many apps, the crop tool displays two horizontal and two vertical lines
that divide the image into thirds. You can use these lines as a composition guide. Align the
subject or other elements of a photo with the lines or where they intersect. In photography, this
is called The Rule of Thirds. Play around with additional filters and effects. Every app is
different, so if it is your first time using one, you might want to go through and check out all the
different options for how to edit the photo. Some photo filters may not be free to use. If a photo
has a lock icon on it, or a dollar sign, you probably need to pay to get access to the filter. Part 2
of Get some photo editing software. You can do basic edits with programs like Picasa and

Instagram, but if you want to make your photos really look amazing, you should get a program
specifically designed for serious editing. Adobe Photoshop is the industry standard for
professional photo editing, but you don't need to pay for an Adobe subscription to do
professional photo editing. GIMP is a free and open-source photo editing program that has
many of the same tools as Photoshop, and can be downloaded for free. Save your images to
your computer. After you get some photo editing software, you need some photos to edit. If you
have a digital camera, you can transfer photos to your computer using an SD card, or a USB
thumb drive. If you are using your mobile phone as your camera, you can save your photos to a
cloud service such as iCloud, Google Photos, or DropBox, which can be accessed from a
computer. It's a good idea to make sure the images you edit are high-resolution. Crop your
images. Cropping a photo adds more focus on the subject in the photo by removing some of the
excess background in the image. Click the icon that resembles two right angles forming a
square in the toolbar to the left. Then click and drag a square around the subject of the image.
Drag the corners to adjust the light part of the image. Click the center of the screen, or the
checkmark icon to finalize your crop. When cropping a photo, you will see two horizontal and
vertical lines that divide the image into thirds. Align the image subject or other image elements
with these lines to improve your image composition. In photography, this is known as The Rule
of Thirds. Change the contrast. This is a common setting for any photo editor. It makes whites
brighter and darks darker, making an image look more dramatic and clearer. Be careful,
however: you lose a lot of minor details when you increase contrast. To adjust the contrast in
Photoshop, click the icon that resembles a sun that is half white and half black above the
Layers panel to the right. This adds a brightness and contrast adjustment layer to the photo.
Click the layer in the layers panel and use the brightness and contrast slider bars above the
Layers panel to adjust the brightness and contrast. Then use the slider bars to adjust the
brightness and contrast. Then click Ok. Change the saturation. Saturation is how bold the
colors in a photo are, and a saturation adjuster is another common feature in photo editing
programs. Sometimes, the photo can be improved by lower the saturation moving towards
black and white and sometimes it can be improved by increasing saturation. Experiment to see
how it affects your image. This adds a new adjustment layer to the image. Click the new
adjustment layer and use the saturation slider bar above the Layers panel to adjust the
saturation. You can also adjust the lightness, hue, or vibrancy slider bars. Use the Saturation
slider bar to adjust the saturation of the image. Adjust the colors. You can adjust the color
balance to make subtle color changes to the highlights, midtones, and shadows of an image.
You can also use the Hue slider bar of the Hue and Saturation adjustment to make major color
changes to your image. To adjust the color balance in Photoshop, click the icon that resembles
a scale above the Layers panel to the right. This adds a color balance adjustment layer. Click
the radial button next to "Shadows", "Midtones", or "Highlights", to select what you want to
adjust. Adjust the levels. The Levels tool allows you to change the overall image tone and
contrast. The levels adjustment has two bars for color input and output. Drag the black slider in
the Output bar to the right to limit the dark levels in the image. Drag the grey slider in the Input
bar left to lighten the midtones. Drag it to the right to darken the midtones. Drag the white slider
in the Input bar to the left to increase the light levels. Drag the white slider in the Output bar to
the left to limit the light levels in the image. Use blurring and sharpening filters carefully. Be
careful how much blur or sharpen you apply to an image. Instead of applying the filter to an
entire image, you can use the marquee, ellipse, lasso, or quick select tool to select a part of the
image and then apply the filter to the selected part of the image. When making adjustments to
an image in Photoshop or GIMP, it's a good idea to right-click the image layer in the Layers
panel and select Duplicate. This creates a duplicate layer of the image that you can use for
editing, leaving you an unedited copy of the original image in case your edits don't turn out the
way you want. Use the brush and eraser tools. The brush tool allows you to draw and color on
an image or add texture. The eraser tool allows you to remove unwanted marks in an image.
Below the toolbar, there are two overlapping rectangles. The one on top is the primary color, the
one on the bottom is the secondary color. To pick a primary color, click the rectangle on top.
Click a color in the rainbow color strip, and then use then click a shade in the large square on
the left. You can also click the icon that resembles an eyedropper in the toolbar and click a
color in your image to select that color. In Photoshop, the brush menu appears above the
toolbar to the left. Click the icon that resembles a solid or faded circle to display the brush
menu. Click a brush type, circle or pattern to select a brush type. Use the slider bars to adjust
the brush size and hardness of the brush. You can use different brush types with the eraser
tool, as well as the Healing tool, and Clone stamp tool. Use the Opacity slider bar to adjust how
solid or see-through the color is. Use the Clone Stamp and Healing tools. The Clone Stamp and
Healing tools are a good way to remove small blemishes and imperfections within an image. To

use the Healing tool, click the healing tool and then select a brush and brush size using a menu
above or below the toolbar. Click the spot you want to heal. The Healing tool will blend over it
using colors and patterns that surround the spot. To use the Clone Stamp tool, click the Clone
Stamp tool and pick a brush and brush size from the menu bar above or below the toolbar. Click
another part of the image to stamp your sample in another location. Copy and paste parts of an
image. There are several tools in both Photoshop and GIMP that allow you to copy and paste, or
cut and paste, parts of an image. These tools are as follows: Marquee and Ellipse tool : The
marquee and ellipse tools are the icons that resemble a rectangle or oval drawn with a dotted
line in the tool. These tools allow you to select a part of the image by clicking and dragging to
draw a rectangle or oval-shaped selection in the image. This tool allows you to draw your own
shape to select a part of an image. You can use this tool to copy a specific shape in your image.
This tool automatically selects parts of an image by color or shape. Add or Subtract from a
selection: After you make a selection using one of the above tools, you can add or subtract
from the selection. Click the icon that resembles two squares joined together and then use one
of the above tools to add to your selection. Click the icon that resembles a square with a square
cut out of it, and then use one of the above tools to remove parts of your selection. Copy and
Paste your selection: After you make a selection in your image, click Copy in the Edit menu at
the top of the screen. Click Paste in the Edit menu to paste your selection as a new layer. Use
the Move tool in the toolbar to move the selection. You can copy a selection from one image
and paste it to another. Yes you can indeed edit photos on most laptops. There is usually an
app on the laptop that says "Photos" or "Gallery" and you could use that, but if you wanted to
do better quality edits, you can also buy Adobe Photoshop or any photo editing app. Not Helpful
0 Helpful 2. That would be advisable, in case your edits don't turn out they way you intended so
that you can have a backup. Right click on the file, then go to "Properties". Under the "details"
tab, you'll find the location section. You can paste the coordinates into these fields. Not Helpful
0 Helpful 3. I have a ton of photos. Should I scan them all in and go back later to edit them, or
should I edit first? Not Helpful 2 Helpful 1. Rakhibul Hasan. You can easily remove the object
from a photo; use the Photoshop pen tool or magic wand tool or background eraser tool. If you
need better quality, then use the Photoshop Pen tool. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 1. Now select the
image and click open button. Include your email address to get a message when this question is
answered. Since every photo editing program is different, it may be helpful to check out a
detailed tutorial for additional tips and instructions. While most editing apps are easy enough to
navigate the first time around, advanced programs like Photoshop are extremely complex and
will take months of practice to fully master. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Don't go overboard with
photo editing tools. Just because can do something doesn't mean you should. Going overboard
with photo editing can make your photos look fake and obviously edited. The goal should be to
make it look like your photos haven't been edited at all. Avoid repeating patterns. When using
the Clone Stamp or copying and pasting parts of an image, avoid repeating patterns. These are
an obvious sign your image has been edited. Sample from multiple sources close to the spot
you are stamping over. Place the mouse cursor over a tool in the toolbar to see what keyboard
key corresponds to that tool. Press the keyboard key to select the tool. You can also find
keyboard shortcuts listed to the right of items in the menus at the top of the screen. Related
wikiHows How to. How to. About This Article. Written by:. Travis Boylls. Co-authors: Updated:
November 26, Categories: Photography Editing. Article Summary X 1. Nederlands: Foto's
bewerken. Bahasa Indonesia: Menyunting Foto. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that
has been read 93, times. Did this article help you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing
to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Silo Path Jan Related Articles How to. By signing
up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. X Help us do
more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and
thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! WikiHow is one of the more noble websites out there - all
it does is seek to help people with an impressively far-reaching scope of ultra-specific problems
and situations. A lot of these problems are too embarrassing to actually ask someone for help,
so WikiHow is always there for you. Unfortunately, many of the illustrations that accompany its
helpful articles are anything but: they're bafflingly surreal, poorly drawn, confusing as hell, and
above all, absolutely hilarious. Due to WikiHow's open-ended submission process, anyone can
write an article, and anyone can upload their own illustrations. The result? Some of the
Internet's finest, weirdest, and flat-out funniest drawings. If anyone has actually shared an ice
cube with their partner as they made out, please let me know what it felt like, because that looks
absolutely terrifying. It looks like they're Homer Simpson-level drooling all over one another,
and there's a certain point where a wet kiss goes from hot, to actually needing a bath towel to
clean up. The explanation for this image might be more baffling than any jokey explanation we
could come up with: apparently you're supposed to rub a live lizard all over a dead mouse in

order to get your pet snake to eat the dead mouse, since it's covered in the lizard's delicious
scent. We would have probably noticed it anyway. Upvote the funniest and most baffling W
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ikiHow pictures and illustrations below, and maybe learn something about what hockey has to
do with being a good friend in the process. Long story short: don't own a pet snake. WikiHow: "
How to Feed a Snake ". Nope, That's Not Poop. But then again, since it isn't labeled, and it really
doesn't look like any part of a newborn kitten, it's entirely possible that someone drew a picture
of a cat pooping for no reason, put it into this article without context, and nobody noticed.
Kudos, mystery illustrator. One of the Best Typos Ever. I'm pretty sure whoever wrote this
article, " How to Get a Huge Butt ," meant to write "Butt Enhancement Cream," which is a real
thing that stimulates the growth of fat cells wherever you rub it in. A cream to make your butt
bigger is pretty golden on its own, but nothing beats the wonderful typo that turned it into "Butt
Enchantment Cream," which makes it sound like an ancient potion brewed by a witch who was
jealous that nobody liked her un-enchanting butt.

